Abstract: To date, monotone systems have been basically studied from the analysis viewpoint, whereas control design issues for such dynamical systems have not been considerably remarked. This paper focuses on set-point regulation of output of strongly monotone systems using a static output feedback under input constraints. The design procedure, in the cast of a new theorem, is derived from Hirsch theorem for autonomous systems. The proposed theorem ensures that the closed-loop system, even under input saturation, remains strongly monotone. The resulting control law will guarantee the closed-loop stability and offset-free output regulation.
INTRODUCTION
Monotone systems have recently urged mathematical researchers to focus on such dynamical systems in the field of mathematical biology modeling and analysis. They have been studied in various fields, especially since the work of Smale (1976) , Hirsch (1988) , and Smith (1995) and afterwards, the efforts of Sontag and Angeli (e.g., (Angeli 2003 (Angeli , 2004 and (Enciso, 2004) ), who presented the classical references in this area. Monotone systems in abstract Banach spaces are those systems for which trajectories preserve an ordering on the states. Hence they have strong stability and convergence properties. Moreover, to perform a stability (and even asymptotic stability) analysis, only a simple incidence graph and an input to output dc gain diagram may be required. Such information can be easily obtained in a true application by simple laboratory experiments. Since the analysis does not rely on system dynamics, we can get rid of the laborious process of precise dynamics identification and parameter estimation, especially in biological environment with huge degree of uncertainty. Accordingly, it is possible to use this analysis method for even high order monotone systems and hence, the analysis looks more applicable to the systems in nature. Strongly monotone systems are monotone systems with stronger property of order preservation and consequently stronger stability and convergence: the convergence of generic solutions to equilibria of strongly monotone systems is ensured. As a result, no chaotic or attractive periodic solution may be observed. Sontag and Angeli extended the classical notion of monotonicity from autonomous systems to systems with inputs and outputs (I/O) in order to understand system interconnections, especially including cascade and feedback loops, (Angeli, 2003 (Angeli, , 2004 . The theory of monotone systems has been influenced in several applied fields, for instance, molecular and chemical biology, De Leenheer (2007) , Wang (2008) , ecology, Angeli (2005) , economy and even electronics, Sanchez (2002) . So far, much attention has been devoted to the analysis of monotone autonomous systems. Even extending the theorem to I/O systems and regarding interconnections is only performed to analyze autonomous systems by decomposing to components with I/O terminals. One can rarely find any paper, e.g., (Chisci, 2006) , on control design for monotone I/O systems in order to satisfy some dynamical objectives. So, a good idea which may arise in this area is to set up a control design framework to capture closed-loop systems with desired dynamical characteristics. The theorems at hand for analyzing monotone autonomous systems may help in this regard. Such design may be so precious especially for high-order nonlinear systems in nature with uncertainties and disturbances. The design law offers proper globally offset-free stabilizing controllers while a saturation constraint on the system input is preserved. Such controllers are static, i.e., they do not increase the dynamical order of the closed-loop system, and their design and implementation is straightforward and trouble-free with very low computational burden. This paper presents the first link of the chain of this design framework. Regulation of the output at desired set-points while preserving the internal stability of the nonlinear system and restricting the input inside an admissible boundary has always been attractive in the control theory. Although such saturation may destabilize a generic system, fortunately, the property of order preservation in monotone systems could help to find an efficient design of control laws that ensures asymptotic stability of a system at equilibrium points. The existing theorems may lead us to design a control feedback for a strongly monotone I/O system through which the closed-loop system may be treated as an autonomous strongly monotone system. This paper suggests a design procedure to globally asymptotically regulate the output at constant set-points for strongly monotone system via static output feedback. When the design process ends, in order to implement the input constraints, we apply a saturation law on system input and show that such constraint does not destroy the stability of the system. It is straightforward and simple to find and implement the control strategy. Global asymptotic convergence of the output to the set-point together with the internal stability of the systems will be ensured by a theorem. Note that the analysis of stability and control of biological networks can also be done in other frameworks, for example ISS framework, that is also applicable to other kinds of interconnected systems. A recent development worth to be cited; is for example Dashkovskiy (2007) . The paper is organized as follows. First, basic definitions of monotone systems and their characteristics are reviewed in Section 2. Then the main results on the convergence properties of trajectories and stability of autonomous system and the design method are presented and proved in Section 3. Section 4 illustrates the applicability of the method and its effectiveness by means of a simulation example. Finally some conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
MONOTONE SYSTEMS, REVISITED
The basic definitions and properties of monotone systems are reported in several references, e.g., (Angeli, 2003 (Angeli, , 2004 and (Enciso, 2004 
Consider a finite dimensional nonlinear system in the form:
where the map () fx, defined for n xX ÎÍ ¡ is differentiable and locally Lipschitz continuous in x . The solution of (1) for the initial state 0 n x Î ¡ will be denoted by 0 (,) xtx . The standard concept of monotonicity for autonomous systems is as follows: With respect to the order induced by the cone Í B K , the autonomous system (1) is said to be monotone if the following implication holds for every pair of initial values 12 xx £ :
If the cone K has a nonempty interior, it is possible to define a stricter ordering: An autonomous dynamical system is strongly monotone if 12 xx < implies that
Sign Definite Systems are systems whose Jacobian elements have invariant sign for all values of the states. It is important to note that not every dynamical system has such a property. To a sign definite system, a graph will be associated: put n nodes for the states; given nodes i, j, draw an arc signed '+' from i to j if
. Similar procedure may be followed for '−'. Finally, assign no arc if
graph is called consistent if all closed undirected chains of arcs have non-negative parity. A sign definite system is monotone if and only if the associated graph is consistent. Also, if the graph is consistent and strongly connected, the associated system is strongly monotone. For a monotone system, the Dancer Lemma states that when every compact subset of the state space is bounded from the above (below), and the system has completely continuous evolution operators and pre-compact orbits, then every omega limit set is bounded from above (below) by an equilibrium point (Dancer, 1998) . If a system is monotone with respect to a closed cone with nonempty interior, then such system has no attractive periodic solutions. For a system with multiple equilibria, we can only ensure that the omega limit set of the solutions are bounded by some values (of such equilibria). Furthermore, if a system is strongly monotone with respect to a closed cone with nonempty interior, Hirsch (1988) states that the omega limit set of almost every bounded solution belongs to the set of equilibrium points of the system. This statement precludes the possibility for chaotic behavior in strongly monotone systems. 
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper, the control objective is the output regulation of a strongly monotone system with scalar input and output at a constant set-point subject to some constraints on control input. Assume that the physical output range is ( )
and input () ut should satisfy the admissible constraints:
For each constant set-point r , the (not necessarily unique) state and input equilibrium pair will be determined in the following manner:
With respect to (8), the input constraints (7) restrict the admissible set-point values to the following set:
Hirsch statement offers a suitable stability analysis method for a strongly monotone system without any external input, (Hirsch, 1988) :
be a closed cone with nonempty interior. If (1) is strongly monotone with respect to K , then almost every bounded solution () xt of (1) is such that (()) xtE w Í , where E is the set of system equilibria.
The theorem claims that in the case of multiple equilibria, almost every bounded solution eventually meets one of these equilibrium points as final destination. The Smale's argument states that any nontrivial statement about the convergence of all solutions in a strongly monotone system is bound to be false (Smale, 1976) . Therefore one must talk about the convergence of a generic solution of the system. Corollary 1: Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, if there exists a unique equilibrium e, then almost every bounded solution must converge towards e. The proof is obvious from Theorem 1 and the context, since the set of system equilibria E has only a single member. For a single input-single output system, without loss of generality, let the input and output spaces be the scalar positive real space; + ¡ (otherwise, consider u -as an input or y -as an output). We are looking for an appropriate static output feedback (,) ugyr = to solve the control objective stated before. To preserve the strong monotonicity of the closed-loop system, we consider a special kind of saturation nonlinearity, called strongly monotone saturation map {} ulv = depicted in Fig. 1 . It is composed of three pieces of linear maps with different slopes. The second part is an identity map while the first and third parts have equal slopes. Map (,) ugyr = will determine v and v values with respect to (6). 
is strongly monotone with respect to the same order and has bounded trajectories. Then, the closed-loop system with the static saturated control {(,)} ulgyr = asymptotically regulates its output at any constant reference rR Î almost globally in X . Proof of Theorem 2 -Lemma 1 and 2 in (Enciso, 2004) and Theorem 1 in (Enciso, 2005) show that the unique intersection between graphs () yku = Y and (,) ugyr = is in bijective correspondence with the unique equilibrium of the system (10). In view of the fact that the saturation map is a strictly increasing function and has invariant positive derivative, it does not destroy the strong monotonicity of the system. Since the closed-loop system (10) under the feedback (,) ugyr = is strongly monotone, then, from Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, the saturated control {(,)} ulgyr = not only regulates the output at the desired set-point, but also forces the states and the input to converge to equilibrium points, determined by the set-point value, in a stable manner. □ Now, a sufficient condition for monotonicity preservation after applying the output feedback is given. Recall that a system is strongly monotone if its Jacobian matrix is quasimonotone and irreducible. With respect to the cooperative cone, a matrix is quasi-monotone if and only if it has only non-negative entries except possibly for the diagonal elements. Moreover, A matrix is said to be irreducible if its associated graph is strongly connected. Proposition 1: Given the strongly monotone system (4), sufficient conditions for the closed-loop system under a saturated stabilizing controller {((),)} ulghxr = to be still strongly monotone are the following: has the same sign as that one. ■ Proof -The open-loop system is strongly monotone. Therefore, if closing the loop does not add new arcs to the system's graph or adds only those arcs for which associated undirected arcs with the same sign already exist, then, this condition suffices for the closed-loop system to preserve the strong monotonicity property. The Jacobian of the system (10), under saturation, is fflgh xuvyx
1-If both
By evaluating (11) in (,) xr and exploiting (4), one gets the following equation:
where ij g éù ëû is a matrix with same size as fx ¶ ¶and its elements are consistent, then loops containing the new edge ji ® (including the two-edge loop iji ®®) will also be consistent. Hence, the quasi-monotonicity and irreducibility of the Jacobian is preserved. Therefore, the system will be strongly monotone. □ The design of a suitable controller (,) ugyr = is straightforward. Any design procedure that satisfies the requirement that () yku = Y and (,) ugyr = admit just one intersection in the plane (,) yr for each acceptable r is approved. Such control law preserves the property of strong monotonicity of the closed-loop system and guaranties the existence of a unique asymptotic point for the output to converge to the set-point. By choosing the shape of (,) ugyr = , graphically, we can easily find a proper output feedback which satisfies the requirements in Theorem 2. First, a proper structure will be arbitrarily selected which ensures the unique intersection in the plane for each r . Reparameterisation of the feedback (,) ugyr = as (,()) ugyr w = may facilitate the process of finding a appropriate control function, where () r w is an r -dependent parameter. Given the desired structure of (,()) ugyr w = , it is possible to determine () r w for each r by solving the following equation:
By finding the feedback characteristic (,()) ugyr w = , one may confirm the set-point regulation for the closed-loop system output. To design the saturation map {} ulv = , first, we should determine the margins of the horizontal axis. v and v are minimum and maximum of map (,) vgyr = on the output physical range (6). When the control map is strongly monotone, such margins will be easily calculated as follows:
The break points and saturation slopes are optional according to the problem needs and natural constraints.
SIMULATION EXAMPLE
Consider the following system: 
As the system is competitive and its associated graph is strongly connected (Fig. 2) , system (15) is strongly monotone with respect to the order induced by the cone The r -dependent parameter () r w is computed as follows: 
Subsequently, the slope will be (1.21.15)(()1.15) vr --
. Fig.   3a depicts the graph associated to the closed-loop system. As the feedback is static and does not impose any new dynamics to the system, we can easily merge the chain 21 xyux ®®" into the 21 xx " arc, since they have the same sign parity. Consequently, the obtained closed-loop system remains strongly monotone (Fig. 3b) . In order to evaluate the feedback control, the behavior of the system is investigated by some simulation experiments. Fig. 4 shows the input to output characteristic of the system and the map of suitable output feedback control for setpoints 0.3,0.5,0.7 r = . As these control graphs have unique intersection with () ku Y , the unique equilibrium point of the closed-loop system is guaranteed. The output responses to some different set-points, after application of the saturated control law {(,)} ulgyr = , is shown in Fig. 5 . It declares that such design can cover output regulation for an extensive range of set-point values. The states and saturated input behaviors of the closed-loop system are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , respectively, which confirm the boundedness and ultimate convergence of such variables. 
CONCLUSIONS
Convergence characteristics and simple stability analysis of monotone systems encourage extension of the theory in order to acquire control design procedures for monotone I/O systems. The first step in this way was presented in this paper addressing the problem of set-point regulation by output feedback control of strongly monotone system under input constraints. It was shown that for strongly monotone systems, it is possible to design a static output controller in a straightforward way guaranteeing the global off-set free convergence, while the closed-loop system remains strongly monotone and internally stable. The simulation example confirmed that the implementation of the resulting control strategy is simple and its computational burden is very low. In addition to output regulation, system input and states remain bounded and converge to the equilibrium. Wang, L., and E.D. Sontag (2008 
